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Abstract

Understanding neural circuits which have
evolved over millions of years to control adap-
tive behaviour may provide alternative solu-
tions for robotics. Recently developed ge-
netic tools and methods allow us to study the
connectivity and function of the insect ner-
vous system at the single neuron level, but
can we unravel this complex spaghetti to un-
derstand the principles of computation it em-
bodies? We here illustrate the plausibility of
such an approach by reverse engineering part
of the Central Complex circuit in the insect
brain, which is known to be involved in nav-
igational behaviours such as maintaining a
specific compass heading and path integra-
tion. We demonstrate that analysis of the
effective structure results in an orderly cir-
cuit forming a ring attractor with an eight-
fold symmetry, capable of tracking the cur-
rent heading of the animal.

1 Introduction

Neurorobotics attempts to derive inspiration from neu-
roscience on how the brain solves problems in order
to develop more robust and adaptive artificial agents.
The combination of neuroscience with embodied robot
agents also provides a platform for testing hypotheses
and deciphering the principles on which the brain op-
erates.

A limiting factor in the study of any system, includ-
ing the brain, is the level of detail at which it can
be scrutinised. On the other hand, where detail is
available, understanding function may be difficult be-
cause naturally evolved neural systems do not obey
an overarching structural simplicity principle. Insects
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have relatively small and simple brains compared with
vertebrates and yet solve many similar problems, such
as perception, navigation, foraging, homing, reproduc-
tion. Recent developments of genetic tools and meth-
ods provide us with the unique opportunity to study
insect brains at the single neuron level. The relative
simplicity together with the fine level of detail avail-
able for insect brains affords us with the potential to
reverse engineer their neural circuits, understand their
operation and derive principles that can guide our de-
sign of solutions to problems in robotics.

Recent research in insect neuroscience has focused on
the Central Complex, a brain structure that has been
preserved through millions of years of evolution and
exists across all insect species (Homberg et al., 2011).
This brain structure has been implicated in locomotor
control (Strauss, 2002; Ritzmann et al., 2012), spatial
orientation (Neuser et al., 2008; Triphan et al., 2010;
Homberg et al., 2011), visual memory (Liu et al., 2006;
Neuser et al., 2008; Ofstad et al., 2011) and path inte-
gration (Stone et al., 2017; Cope et al., 2017). The
Central Complex consists of five neural formations:
the Protocerebral Bridge, the Ellipsoid Body, the Fan
Shaped Body, the Noduli, and the Asymmetric Bodies
(Wolff and Rubin, 2018).

The neural connectivity of the Central Complex has
an intricate and yet topographically regular structure.
Tracing the neurons of the whole Central Complex
is still an ongoing task, thus reverse engineering the
whole structure is currently infeasible. However, most
of the neurons innervating two of its structures, the
Protocerebral Bridge (PB) and the Ellipsoid Body
(EB) have been traced in adequate detail in the fruit
fly Drosophila melanogaster, by multiple labs, allow-
ing us to attempt to reverse engineer the underlying
circuit. Moreover, calcium imaging of E-PG neurons
which innervate the PB and the EB, while the fruit fly
is walking or flying in a virtual reality environment,
has revealed a striking relation of the neural activity
to behaviour. Specifically, it has been observed that
this neural ensemble maintains a localised spiking ac-
tivity — commonly called an activity ‘bump’ — that
moves from one group of neurons to the next as the
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animal rotates with respect to its surroundings (Seelig
and Jayaraman, 2015; Kim et al., 2017; Giraldo et al.,
2018). The activity ‘bump’ is maintained even when
the visual stimulus is removed, and it moves relative to
the no longer visible cue as the animal walks in dark-
ness (Seelig and Jayaraman, 2015). Thus, this neural
activity appears to constitute an internal encoding of
heading, which is strongly reminiscent of the hypothet-
ical ring attractor (Amari, 1977) proposed by Skaggs
et al. (1995) to account for rat ‘head direction’ cells
(Taube et al., 1990).

These ring attractor models (Skaggs et al., 1995;
Zhang, 1996; Taube et al., 1990; Turner-Evans et al.,
2017; Cope et al., 2017) typically consist of a ring
of neurons with excitatory connections exciting most
strongly their nearest neighbours and with decreasing
strength as distance increases. A global inhibition sig-
nal, calculated as the sum of the activity around the
ring, is applied to the excitatory neurons. The result
is that the most active neurons suppress the activity
of further away neurons and a unique ‘bump’ of activ-
ity is formed. External stimulation of another neuron
in the ring causes the activity ‘bump’ to move to the
new most active neuron and the new attractor state to
be maintained. This type of ring attractor model can
thus reproduce the phenomena recorded via calcium
imaging in the fruit fly as described above. However,
it remains unclear whether the actual neural circuit
in the animal brain has the same form as this hypo-
thetical ring attractor, or if the phenomena may be
produced by a different circuitry.

In recent years, specific neurons with potential roles
in this circuit have been identified and traced in in-
creasing detail, as will be described in the next section
(Wolff and Rubin, 2018; Wolff et al., 2015; Kakaria and
de Bivort, 2017; Su et al., 2017; Green et al., 2017; Kim
et al., 2017). In this paper we show that the connec-
tivity of these neurons indeed forms a ring attractor,
with an eight-fold symmetry. However there are also
some notable differences from the classic ring attrac-
tor model, which may contribute to the stability and
flexibility of the function.

2 What is the effective circuit?

We focus on a subset of neuron types in the Cen-
tral Complex that appear to be the key elements of
the potential ring attractor circuit. The connectiv-
ity of the circuit has been inferred from anatomical
data mostly derived using light microscopy, with over-
lapping neural terminals assumed to have synapses
between them (Wolff and Rubin, 2018; Wolff et al.,
2015; Heinze and Homberg, 2007, 2008; Pfeiffer and
Homberg, 2013). Our model includes the E-PG, P-

EG, P-EN and ∆7 neurons. These neurons innervate
two of the Central Complex structures, the PB and the
EB. The Protocerebral Bridge (PB) consists of nine
‘glomeruli’ in each hemisphere, arranged one next to
the other (Fig 1). The Ellipsoid Body (EB) consists of
eight sectors called ‘tiles’. Each tile is further divided
in two ‘wedges’ (Fig 2). In our model, the E-PG, P-EG
and P-EN neurons are assumed to produce excitatory
effect to their postsynaptic neurons while ∆7 neurons
are assumed to provide the inhibition, as Kakaria and
de Bivort (2017) proposed.

2.1 Inhibitory circuit

First, we focus on the inhibitory portion of the cir-
cuit which is composed of eight ∆7 neurons in the PB.
Each ∆7 neuron has output synaptic terminals in two
or three glomeruli along the PB (Wolff and Rubin,
2018). Each of the output terminals of the same neu-
ron are separated by seven glomeruli, Fig 1a. Each
∆7 neuron has input terminals across all remaining
glomeruli of the PB. Thus, all ∆7 neurons have the
same pattern of synaptic terminals, with each shifted
by one glomerulus, as shown schematically in Figs 1a.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Effective connectivity of the inhibitory (∆7)
neurons. In (a) four examples of how the eight ∆7
neurons innervate the PB are illustrated. In (b) an
alternative depiction of the circuit shows how each ∆7
neuron inhibits all other ∆7 neurons.
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Within each glomerulus, overlapping input and output
synaptic terminals are assumed to form synapses. This
results in each ∆7 neuron forming synapses with all
other ∆7 neurons in two or three glomeruli along the
PB. We reduce these two or three synaptic domains to
one single synapse between each pair of ∆7 neurons in
order to draw a simplified equivalent circuit in Fig 1b.
In this drawing, each blue circle represents one of the
∆7 neurons and arrows represent inhibitory synapses
between pairs of neurons. This depiction makes evi-
dent that each ∆7 neuron forms synapses and inhibits
all other ∆7 neurons. This reveals a global, uniform,
inhibition pattern that supports the report of (Kim
et al., 2017) that the calcium dynamics observed in
Drosophila melanogaster can be best modelled by a
ring attractor with global inhibition.

2.2 Excitatory circuit

Now, we focus on the excitatory portion of the ring at-
tractor circuit. The synaptic terminals of each of the
E-PG, P-EN and P-EG neurons are confined to one
glomerulus of the PB, Fig 2. In the EB the synaptic
terminals of E-PG neurons are constrained in single
wedges (half tiles) while the synaptic terminals of P-
EN and P-EG neurons extend to whole tiles. In Fig 2,
we have numbered the glomeruli on each PB hemi-
sphere left-to-right, 1-9 and the EB tiles 1-8. We have
also numbered neurons by the glomerulus they inner-
vate. For brevity, we denote tile number 1 as W1 and
glomerulus number 1 as G1. Neurons are numbered
using a numerical subscript, e.g. P-EN1.

Simulating the circuit using the connectivity ma-
trix derived from the neural anatomy of Drosophila
melanogaster confirmed that, in accordance to calcium
and electrophysiology recordings (Turner-Evans et al.,
2017), there are two activity ‘bumps’ along the PB.
These activity ‘bumps’ are centred around neurons in-
nervating identically numbered PB glomeruli. We used
this observation to simplify the circuit and derive the
effective circuit connectivity.

Under our numbering scheme, each E-PG neuron has
synaptic terminals in identically numbered EB tiles
and PB glomeruli, Fig 2a. E.g. E-PG5 has synaptic
terminals in tile W5 and glomeruli G5 in both hemi-
spheres of the PB. P-EN neurons, however, connect
each glomerulus to two tiles, one shifted to the left and
one to the right, e.g., they would connect glomeruli
G5 to tiles W4 and W6 (Fig 2b). We see in Fig 2c
that these P-EN5 neurons form synapses with E-PG4

neurons in W4 and E-PG6 neurons in W6, which in-
nervate glomeruli G4 and G6, respectively. These neu-
rons in turn form synapses with P-EN neurons in these
glomeruli, making connections back to W5 and onward
to W7 as shown in Fig 2d. This connectivity pattern

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 2: The excitatory portion of the Drosophila
melanogaster circuit. (a)–(e) examples of E-PG, P-
EN and P-EG neurons and their synaptic domains and
connectivity patterns (see text for detailed descrip-
tion). (f) Conceptual depiction of the effective con-
nectivity of the ring attractor circuit. Each coloured
circle represents one or more neurons with arrows rep-
resenting excitatory synaptic connections.

continues all the way around the PB glomeruli and
EB tiles. Finally, another type of neurons, the P-EG
neurons, are innervating equally numbered glomeruli
and tiles. They follow the same pattern as the E-PG
neurons but with their input and output terminals on
opposite ends, Fig 2e.

In Fig 2f we have redrawn this connectivity in a typ-
ical network format with neurons represented as cir-
cles. This representation removes the details about
the anatomical organisation of the EB and the PB
while preserving the effective connectivity of the cir-
cuit. Since, pairs of E-PGn neurons connect EB tiles
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Wn to PB glomeruli Gn and since the activity is sym-
metrical in both hemispheres we simplify the circuit
by replacing each pair of neurons by one single con-
nection from tile Wn to glomerulus Gn as in Fig 2f.
Similarly, due to the symmetrical activation of P-EGn

neurons innervating equally numbered glomeruli those
pairs of P-EGn neurons are also reduced to one unit
in the effective circuit in Fig 2f. Finally, each pair of
P-ENn neurons is shown overlapped as they receive
the same input but then project respectively to the
left or right. It becomes apparent from Fig 2f that
the effective circuit of Drosophila melanogaster has an
eight-fold radial symmetry.

Figs 3a shows the effective interaction of the excitatory
and inhibitory portions of each circuit. The E-PG neu-
rons are functionally connected and provide input to
the ∆7 neurons. Each ∆7 neuron makes inhibitory
synapses to P-EN and P-EG neurons in the same oc-
tant, as well to all other ∆7 neurons as previously
described. The inhibitory neurons provide uniform in-
hibition to all eight octants of the circuit.

(a)

Figure 3: Connectivity of combined the excitatory
and inhibitory portions of the ring attractor. Each
coloured circle represents one or more neurons with
the arrows representing synaptic connections.

3 Model

We implemented a spiking neural model of the circuit
using Leaky Integrate and Fire neuron models (Stein,
1967). The heading stimulus is provided as incom-
ing spiking activity directly to the E-PG neurons, cor-
responding to input from Ring neurons (Young and
Armstrong, 2010). This input maps the position of
a visual cue, or retinotopic landmark position (Seelig
and Jayaraman, 2015), around the animal to higher
firing rates of E-PG neurons in the corresponding tile
of the EB. The synaptic strengths were modeled as the
number of IPSC current units flowing to the postsy-
naptic neuron per action potential. To determine the

synaptic strengths we used an optimisation algorithm
to search for values that result to working ring attrac-
tors. The values of membrane resistance, capacitance,
resting potential, undershoot potential and postsynap-
tic current magnitude (IPSC) and delay were set to the
same values as used by Kakaria and de Bivort (2017).
These values are consistent with evidence from mea-
surements in Drosophila melanogaster.

Simulating the resulting circuit demonstrates that it
operates as a ring attractor. Fig 4 shows an example
of the neural activity of the simulated circuit with the
activity ‘bump’ transitioning from one attractor state
to another in response to changing of the stimulus az-
imuth by 180o.

Figure 4: Response of the ring attractor to abrupt
changes of stimulus azimuth position.

The top of Fig 4 shows the stimulus provided to the
ring attractor circuit during the simulation. The ini-
tial stimulus spiking activity sets the ring attractor
to an initial attractor state. A ‘darkness’ period of
no activity follows, during which the bump of activ-
ity is maintained in the same location. Then a second
stimulus, corresponding to a sudden change of head-
ing by 180o, is provided, producing a rapid change in
the position of the bump, with this new location then
maintained after the stimulus is removed. The activity
of each neuron is shown at the bottom of the image
with colour encoding the spiking rate. In Fig 4 there
are two peaks of activity for each neuron type because
neurons from each EB wedge innervate both the left
and the right hemisphere of the PB.

4 Conclusions

The increasing availability of detailed circuit structure,
particularly in invertebrate brains, raises the possi-
bility to simulate complete circuits. However, while
directly implementing and running a model with the
known connectivity of a biological neural circuit has
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the potential to inform us about the computation per-
formed by the circuit and possibly to derive a transfer
function, it does not necessarily provide real under-
standing of the principle of function that the circuit
embodies. Reverse engineering of the neural circuit
connectivity is necessary for understanding the under-
lying principles of the computational structure and for
facilitating efficient transfer to technology.

Here, as an example, we have reverse engineered the
circuit that is reportedly encoding the current heading
direction of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster. We
derive the equivalent network topology and then de-
termine (through optimisation) the synaptic strengths
that would allow it to operate as a ring attractor mim-
icking the dynamics of the biological structure. We
note that this also allows us to make predictions about
the synaptic strengths in the biological circuit, which
have yet to be measured.

We found that this circuit has an eight-fold symmetry
and that is able to operate as a ring attractor main-
taining a ‘bump’ of activity that corresponds to the
heading of the latest applied stimulus. The effective
circuit resembles the ring attractor proposed by Skaggs
et al. (1995) with some structural differences. The ∆7
neurons provide global, uniform, inhibition. The E-
PG and P-EN neurons compose the core of the exci-
tatory circuit. The P-EG neurons are a novel element
in a ring attractor. These neurons are part of local
feedback loops within each octant of the circuit. We
suggest that these neurons increase the tolerance of
the circuit to noise and asymmetries of the synaptic
strengths hence reducing the drift of the ‘bump’ of ac-
tivity.

Another difference from the traditional ring attractor
circuits is that the P-EN neurons that assume the
role of shifting the ‘bump’ of activity left or right
around the circuit, when stimulated externally, are
part of the excitatory circuit instead of functioning
as mere input neurons. In Drosophila melanogaster it
has been shown that when the P-EN neurons inner-
vating one hemisphere of the PB are stimulated, the
activity ‘bump’ shifts contralaterally. This suggests a
more efficient use of neural resources when compared
with typical ring attractor models.

These identified differences can inspire the design of
novel ring attractor architectures for neurorobotics
with increased stability and efficiency of neural re-
sources usage. This mechanism appears to be a partic-
ularly effective means for an animal to internally track
its orientation with respect to its surroundings and in
insects appears to be a core component of a range of
navigational behaviours from long range migration to
local path integration. The continued study of the de-

tailed anatomy of the insect brain provides an exciting
opportunity for the further unravelling of the circuit
function that supports complex adaptive behaviour.
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